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DATE OF THIS VERSION (new)
September 1, 2020

TITLE OF DOCUMENT (new title if applicable):
Common Work Results for Plumbing, 22 05 11

DATE OF VERSION BEING SUPERSEDED (old):
July 1, 2016

DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT (previous title, number, other identifying data):
Common Work Results for Plumbing, 22 05 11

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

1. Entire document was reformatted for automatic re-numbering during editing for a specific project.
2. Added definition paragraph 1.1. B.2 for exterior piping.
3. List of abbreviations was revised and updated and was coordinated with detail Plumbing valve symbols with number SD220511-02. Not all abbreviations are included in both documents as the detail is tailored to use in drawings.
4. Added paragraph 1.2 T with reference to Section 23 09 24 WATER QUALITY MONITORING.
5. Added “Where conflicts occur these specifications and the VHA standard will govern” to the end of paragraph 1.3 A.
6. Updated paragraph 1.3 APPLICABLE PUBLICATIONS by undating dates on standards, deleting obsolete standards and adding NFPA 99-2018 to sub paragraph H.
7. Updated paragraph 1.4 SUBMITTALS to match the corresponding paragraph in section 23 05 11 COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR HVAC. This change added submittal phase requirements intended to address phasing, rigging, change in equipment from basis of design, a more thorough description of coordination drawings to include maintainability.
8. Added paragraph 1.5 A.
9. Paragraph 1.5 Coordinated welding requirements in this section to match the corresponding requirements in section 23 05 11 COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR HVAC.
10. Added paragraph 1.6 A 5 for the protection of plastics from UV.
11. Updated paragraph 1.7 As-Built Documentation to coordinate it with Section 23 05 11 COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR HVAC.
12. Added paragraph 1.8 JOB CONDITIONS – WORK IN EXISTING BUILDINGS to coordinate with Section 23 05 11 COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR HVAC.
13. Paragraph 2.11 B deleted reference to MSS SP 69 which is obsolete.
14. Paragraph 3.1 L added reference to new section Section 23 09 24 WATER QUALITY MONITORING for the provision of connection to BAS for Legionella mitigation required water flow, pressure, and temperature monitoring.